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Resolution: PNG Size: Download PNG Kate Pullen These little flags are perfect for making flag toppers for your cupcakes. These little flags would also work well as tiny bunting to decorate your table or add to scrapbook pages. You can also use this free cupcake wrapper template to create your own custom cupcake wrappers to match your cupcake
flags- Make your party special by creating your own coordinating decorations. There are many free party printables that will help you create a range of party decorations including bunting, cupcake toppers and more! To use this printable cupcake flags template simply print the template onto plain paper. Decorate the cupcake flags with rubber
stamps and add a few embellishments. An alternative is to cut the cupcake flag shape from decorative or scrapbooking paper. Then fold the shape in two so that the points meet and sandwich a cocktail stick or craft stick at the fold of the paper. Glue the two sides together to attach the flag to the stick. The finished flags are decorated on both sides.
Try writing a special message or name on one side and decorating the other side with rubber stamps. If you have been reading blogs for any amount of time, you are bound to come across a bunting banner or two. Or 100. They are an adorable way to add color and interest to your home and can be made from a variety of materials. Many times when
I’m checking out a cute banner, I’ll see, “Then I cut the pieces with my Silhouette…” and I feel left out.
I haven’t invested in a Silhouette {yet}, mostly because I’m too cheap, but also because I can’t really justify the purchase when I have been able to create some pretty cute projects using Microsoft Word. WORD! I know, right? “But Abby, that’s
just for typing papers and boring stuff!” Not anymore! I do lots of graphic design projects in Word, {like my pretty labels and personalized monogram} so today I’m going to show you how to make a cute bunting banner and give you some clip art tips along the way. The Basic Bunting Banner 1. Set Up Your Document First, open a new document in
Word and change your orientation to “Landscape.” I also like to adjust my margins to 0.5″ all the way around. Both of these things can be done using the “Page Layout” tab. 2. Choose your shape. Next, you’ll select the shape you want your bunting to be. I’m going to go with the standard inverted triangle. Under the “Insert” tab, click on “Shape” and
under the section in the drop down called “Flowchart,” choose the picture of an inverted triangle. {They call it “Merge.”} You could also use a different shape like I did for my son’s Scooby Doo birthday banner. 3. Adjust size and color. Once you’ve drawn your shape, you’ll use the “Drawing Tools” tab to adjust your size {I picked 7″ tall by 5″ wide.}
and pick your fill and outline colors. I chose pink under “Shape Outline,” and then I filled my shape with a picture, so under the “Shape Fill” drop down, I picked the “Picture…” option. 4. Add a letter using Word Art. I want my bunting to say “Spring!” so next I’ll use Word Art to add a letter. Under the “Insert” tab, choose “Word Art.” It doesn’t matter
which style of Word Art you choose because we’re going to change it later. The “Enter WordArt Text” Box will appear. Type your letter and choose your font. I used “Curlz MT” font and also made my “S” bold. 5. Adjust your Word Art settings. So your letter shows up kind of smushy and not all that awesome-looking, but don’t worry! You didn’t do
anything wrong! We’re just going to change some of the settings under the “Word Art Tools” tab to make it look just the way you want it. The first thing you’ll want to do in the “Word Art Tools” tab is click the “Text Wrapping” box and choose “In Front of Text.” This will allow you to move your letter anywhere you want on the page. Staying in the
“Word Art Tools” tab, adjust the shape of your letter. In the “Change Shape” drop down, I’m going to choose the straight line, which they call “Plain Text,” so that my “S” doesn’t look squishy anymore. Now you’re ready to move your letter, resize it, and change the fill and outline colors, all within the same “Word Art Tools” tab. My “S” is 4″ tall, 2.5″
wide, and I chose pink for the shape fill and outline colors. You could just repeat these steps for each piece of your bunting banner, and you would be good to go. If you want to add some Clip Art to beautify your bunting even more, however, read on… Bonus Round: Adding Clip Art You’ll find some Clip Art that will be exactly what you’re looking for.
In that case, you can just insert it, resize it, and you’re done. Other Clip Art is not as simple. Let’s say I wanted to add a butterfly to my bunting. Click the “Insert” tab and choose “Clip Art.” Search for butterfly, and click on one that you like. Then under the “Picture Tools” tab, click “Text Wrapping” and choose “In Front of Text” so you can move your
image around. Bonus 1: Recolor your Clip Art. Next I can resize the butterfly and move it where I want it. I’m not loving the color, however, because it doesn’t really match the rest of my banner. Under the “Picture Tools” tab, choose “Recolor,” and you’ll have lots of color options to choose from. I turned my butterfly green to coordinate with my
banner’s spring colors. Bonus 2: Create a Transparent Background. Let’s check out one more quick Clip Art trick. This time I want to add some tulips to my banner. I find the ones I want, insert them, and then again go under the “Picture Tools” tab and click “Text Wrapping” and again choose “In Front of Text” so I can put the picture where I want it.
So clearly that doesn’t look amazing. The white background on the tulips is covering up the “P.” To fix this, I choose the “Picture Tools” tab, again go to “Recolor” and click “Set Transparent Color.” Then I can use the little wand to click on the white background, making it transparent. I’m left with a little bit of border on one side, but I can just crop
that out. Finishing Touches: Grouping The last thing I like to do is to “group” my elements together so I can move each banner piece around as one unit. For some reason I have to save my file as a “Word 97-2003 Document” in order to group shapes with pictures. After I do that, I can hold down the Ctrl key and click on each item I want to be in the
group. Then right click your selection and under “Grouping” choose “Group.” Yay! You’ve made your very own customizable bunting banner in Word and even learned some Clip Art tricks too! I printed our bunting banner on card stock, cut it out and put it on some pink ribbon {I’m sure all the males in my household will appreciate that! ;)}, and it
was ready to go! I think it brings such a nice pop of “Spring” into our home! You can now learn how to make pretty labels in Word, too, with my new video tutorial! Do you have any tips or tricks to add? Etsy is no longer supporting older versions of your web browser in order to ensure that user data remains secure. Please update to the latest version.
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